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FOR CESÀROMEANSOF A FUNCTION
BY
SORAYA SHERIF
ABSTRACT.

This paper is concerned with introducing two estimates of

the forms F < CAk(a), F < DBk(a),(a > 0), where F = ¡Q\d{f(fxx) - ak(x)}\,
Ojç(x) denote the Cesàro transform of order fc of the function f(x) = ¡Qg(f) dt,
g(t) is a function of bounded variation in every finite interval of t > 0, Ak(a),
Bk(a) are absolute Tauberian constants, C = J^\d{tg(t)}\

< °° and 0(f) = f

< ~, D = /¿°ld{0(f)}l
¡QUg(u)du. The constants Ak(a), Bk(a) will be determined.

1. Introduction. We define the absolute summability by the Cesàro
method of a function as follows:

Definition 1. If

(1.1)

ok(x)= J- J* (x- t)k~x
f(t)dt, (k>0),

then the function /(jc) is said to be absolutely summable (C, k) or summable
\C,k\ to o if ok(x) is of bounded variation in (0, °°), and if it tends to o as
JC —► o°.

This is the analogous definition of absolute summability (C, k) of the sequence {sn} given by Fekete [4], and which is as follows.
Definition 2. If sn = a0 + ax + ••• + an, and

/n + k\~x

Cnk>= [

\

n

n (n-v

)

£

(

/

v=o \

+ k-l\
n-v

k,

(« = 0,1,...),

/

then we say that the sequence {sn} is absolutely summable (C, k) or summable
\C,k\, if the sequence {C^} is of bounded variation, i.e. if

¿

n=l

|AC(*>|<~,

where
ACnk) = C^-Cnk_\.
In Sherif [7], we introduced estimates of the forms
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Z|A(CW-S„)|<a£|A(zz*„)|,(1)
and
^

/i

"-1

where the sequence {nan}is assumed to be either absolutely convergent or, more
generally, absolutely summable (C, 1); that is to say where we suppose that either
£|A(zw„)|<oo,

or

£

<-,

respectively; zc,F are absolute Tauberian constants.
Estimates of a similar type have been obtained by various authors which
appear in the bibliography of Sherif [7], but for different summability methods
instead, see for example Agnew [1], [2], Delange [3], Tenenbaum [9], and

Sherif [5], [6].
In §§2, 3 of this paper, we consider the function-to-function absolute
Cesáro summability. Our estimates will be of the forms

(1-2) J*"Id{/(ax)- ok(x)}
\<Ak(&f~ \d{tg(t)}\, (a > 0),
and

(1-3)

J*~ \d{/(ax) - ok(x)}| < Bk(a)J~ \d<p(t)
|, (a > 0),

where ok(x) is defined by (1.1), g(t) is of bounded variation in every finite interval of t > 0,

(1.4)

fix)=f*git)dt,

(1.5)

<K*)
= \Ç0ug{u)du,

Ak(a), Bk(a) axe absolute Tauberian constants, and where we now assume that
the function {tg(t)} either tends to a limit absolutely or, more generally, absolutely summable (C, 1); that is to say where we suppose that either

J0°°|d{^(i)}l<~,

(1.6)
or

/0"l<W)}l<-,

(1.7)
respectively.

(') Unless otherwise indicated, the symbol 2 stands for £q.
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A few words of explanation may be given as to why we have taken a as
arbitrary here while in [7] we considered only the analogue for series of the
special case a = 1. In theorems like those of [1] and [2] where estimates for
quantities such as {tm - s„}(2) are given (m being a given function of n), it is
enough to suppose that m/n —*■
a. In the theorems of [7] where we consider
sums like 2 | A(tm - sn)\, it is not enough to specify the limit of m/n since,
roughly speaking a small change in m for all large n may involve a large change
in the sum of the differences. Moreover, we cannot suppose that m = an since
n, m are required to be integers. But in considering expressions like
So \d{f{y) - o(x)} | where a(jc) is a linear transform of a function f(y), y, x can
take all values, and we may therefore suppose that y = ax.
I would like to express my gratitude to Professor B. Kuttner for his valuable suggestions.

2. Theorem 2.1. Supposethat (1.1), (1.4) and (1.6) hold. Then (12)
holds, wherefor k>0,

(2.1)

Ak(a) = {

for (a < 1),

r'(* + 1) „ , ^ ^

loga+ 7+ f^t+l)*

/°r(a>1)'

(7 is Eulefs constant).
This result is the best possible in the sense that (1.2) becomes false if Ak(a)
is replaced by any smaller constant.

For fixed k, the least possible value of Ak(a) occurs when

(2.2)

a = ak = 1 - 1/21/*.

We remark that in (2.1), the two expressions given for Ak(a) both apply in
the case a = 1; it is clear that they give the same value in this case.
For the proof of Theorem 2.1, we require the following lemma.

Lemma 2.1. Supposethat

G(x)=f~x(x,u)dh(u),
where x(x, u) is, for fixed x, a continuousfunction of u which vanishesfor all
sufficiently large u, and h(u) is of bounded variation in every finite interval of

t>0.

Then
(2) tm is a linear transform

T.
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(2.3)

f~\dG(x)\<A^\dh(u)\,

where

A = sup f
0<u

\dxx(x,u)\,

J0

and this constant A is the best possible in the sense that (2.3) becomesfalse if A is
replaced by any smaller constant.
The first part of Lemma 2.1 generalises a lemma given by Tatchell [8, Lemma
1], to which it reduces in the special case in which h(u) is an indefinite integral, say
h{u) = fg(u) du. On examining Tatchell's proof, it is seen that the more general
result given here can be established by essentially the same argument. We now prove
the second part of Lemma 2.1. Given e > 0, we can choose «0 such that

Jo \dxx(x,u0)\>A-e.
Take

Í0, for(«<«0),

h(u) = <

(l,

for (u>u0).

Then

G(x) = x(x, «o) > 0
so that

J~\dGfy)\>A-e,
but

J~ |<ffi(u)|
= 1.
The conclusion thus follows.

Proof of Theorem 2.1. Using(1.4), we have

(2-4)

fiax)=f¡*g(t)dt.

But

C-5)

8it) = -tfQd{ug(u)).

Thus
/■ax

(2.6)

dt

rt

rax

rx

dt

0 f J0¿(««(«O)-J0
d(ug(u))fu
f

= /oat10g(^))^("))-
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Also, on integrating (1.1) by parts, we have

i_ rx

<2J>

ok(x)= - f^(x-t)kg(t)dt.

Using(2.5) we get

(2-8)

1 rx „

, « rx,

** dt

\íx0d(ug(u))í:(X-tff.
JC

It thus followsfrom (2.6) and (2.8) that

f(ax) - ok(x)= J" (log(Zfy d(ug(u))
(2.9)
Now, (2.9) is a transformation of the type considered in Lemma 2.1. Thus, when

a < 1, the x(jc,«) of Lemma 2.1 is equal to

l0g(^)"^/"(*~')fc7'

^r(0<u<ax),

- -7 f*(* - t)k f,
JC*

for(cue< u < jc),

'

0, for (u > jc).
When a > 1, the x(JC,u) of Lemma 2.1 is equal to

'^(")-¿/>"')*
log (ax/u),

7-

for(0<„<,),

for (jc < u < ax),

0, for (u > ax).
Hence, when a < 1, 9x(c, «)/3jc is equal to

l/jc-(jc-«)fc/jcfe
(2.10)

\-(JC-«)fc/Jcfe+1,

+ 1, for (0 < u < ax),
for(ajc<«<jc),

0, for(«>jc).
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When a > 1, 3x(x, «)/9x is equal to
l/x - (x - «)fc/x*+x, for (0 < u < x),

(2.11)

l/x,

for(x<«<ax),

0, for (« > ax).

ApplyingLemma 2.1, it follows from (2.10) and (2.11) that

r|^| *♦&!*=£?*[
4

sup
0«u

for (a < 1),

(2.12) Ak(a)

sup[r

^+pj^-(x-«f

o<«LJu/a*

j

1

" 1 xk+i f J

Putting x = «f, it is easily seen that (2.12) becomes

Jl

(2.13)

) ^+1

f

Jl/a

)

¿fc(ot) =

¿fc+l

f

for (a < 1),

loga+r

j'* ¿+11)fc|^

«•(«>»•

Now
r* - (t - l)k |

JT
(2.14)

Jc+l

I

ar = Urn

is:—-rj^H

= Urn
s-o

= 6-0+
hm L°
l"i- ,/1ra-M^u5-1^«!.

J

But

(2.15) Jj (1 -«^-«u8-1 du = B(k-8 + 1, 8) = T(k - 5 + l)r(6)/i\zc + 1),
(2.16) 1X6)= T(5 + l)/5 = S"1 [Til) + Sr'(l) + 0(|612)] = ó"1 - 7 + 0(6),
and
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r(k - 8 + 1) = T(k + 1) - ÓT'íjv4- 1) + 0(82).

Combining(2.14)-(2.17), it follows that

(2.18)

J"~ {(r*- {t - l)fc)/f*+x}dt = 7 + r'ffc + l)/r(fc + 1).

Substituting(2.18) in (2.13), the result that (12) holds, with Ak(a) given
by (2.1), together with the assertion that this is the best possible result follow
at once from Lemma 2.1.
We now prove equation (22). It is clear that Ak(a) defined by (2.1) is
increasingfor a > 1. We may therefore restrict our consideration to the case

a<l.

Thus,

¿4«-¿{^«(i-i)*-^((¿)*-e.-0*)}

(2.19)

a

= a_1{l-2(l-tt)*}.
It is then clear that the expression in curly brackets of (2.19) is negative when
(1 - a)k > y¡.and is positive when (1 - a)k < Vi. It vanishes when (1 - a)k = Vi

from which (22) holds.

3. Theorem 3.1. Supposethat (1.1), (1.4), (1.5), and (1.7) hold. Then
(1.3) holds, wherefor

(0 *>1,
lAk(a) + 2(l-a)k,
(3.1)

for (a < 1),

Bk(a) =

[Ak(a),

for (a>l);

00 k<l,

(3.2) Bk(a) =

for (a < 1),
- [7 + T'(* + l)/(k + 1)] + 2 + loga, for (a > 1).

This result is the best possible in the sense that (1.3) becomesfalse if
Bk(a) is replaced by any smaller constant.
For fixed k, the least possible value ofBk(a) occurs when a = ak where
ak is defined as follows:
(a) Ifk>l,
then ak is the unique solution in the range 0 < a < 1 of

(3-3)

1 - 2 (1 - a)k - 2ka(l - a)*-1 = 0.
(b) Ifk<l,thenak

= 1.
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We remark that in (3.1) the two expressions given for Bk{a) both apply
in the case a = 1; it is clear that they give the same value in this case. An
analogous remark applies to (3.2). In a similar way, (i) and (if) both apply when

k = 1. Further, so do (a) and (b).
Proof. Using (1.5), we see that <p(u)is an indefinite integral of the
function <t>'{u)
defined by

<l>'(u)=g(u)-\ Ctg(t)dt.
u* JO

Thus,

(3.4)

g(u)= <t>'(u)
+ <t>(u)/u
= <t>'(u)
+ i J0VCv)dy.

Using(3.4), it follows from (2.4) that

(35)

f(<*x)= j¡X<p'(u)du+ f¡X ^JoW0'(«)rf«.

Inverting the order of integration in the second integral of (3.5), and then evaluating the inner integral, we get

(3.6)

f(ax) = f** (l + log(^)) 0'(")du.

Also, using (3.4) it follows from (2.7) that

Inverting the order of integration in the second integral of (3.7), we get

ok(x)= ±f*(x-u)k<t>'(u)du
xk

+±JT^*J>-*?x—
y
Thus, it followsfrom (3.6) and (3.8) that

(3.9)

f(ax) - ok(x) = [aX(l + log (&■))

V

V"/y

0'(u) du

Now (3.9) is a transformation of the type considered in Lemma 2.1. Thus,

when a < 1, the x(x, «) of Lemma 2.1 is equal to
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-^\(x-u)k+f*(x-y)k$ß,

±hx-u)k

+ f*(x-y)k

^],
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for(0<u<ax),

for(ax<u<x),

/ 0, for (u > jc).
When a > 1, the x(*. ") of Lemma 2.1 is equal to

Íl+log(f)- ^[(x-tf +fvíx-y)"^], îor(0<u<x),
1 + log(ax/u),

for (x <u <ax),

0, for (u > ax).
Hence, when a < 1, 9x0e» «)/9jc is equal to

ÍDfc(jc,
ü)/xk+x,
(say) for(0< u < ax),
-(jc -u)k/xk+x

-ku(x-uf-x/xk+

x, for (ax<u<x),

0, for(u>x),
where

(3.10)

Dk(x, u)=xk-

ku(x - u)k~x - (jc - u)k.

Whena > 1, 9x0c, m)/9jc is equal to

Í0fc(jc,iO/jc*+1,
for(0<«<jc),
1/jc,

for (jc < u < ax),

0,

for (u > ax).

We further note that x(*> «) bas a jump of 1 at u = ax (but is continuous at
u = x, except when a = 1). Applying Lemma 2.1, it follows that
\ sup \[Ula
\ 0<u

{(x-u)k

+ku(x-u)k-x/xk+x}dx

\-

+ Ca\Dk(x,u)/xk+x\dx+l],

(3.11)Bk(a)=t

J

for (a < 1),

v.
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Now, Dk(x, u) vanishes when u = 0. Also,

oDk(x, u)/3« = k(k - l)«(x - u)k~2.

So, if k> 1, Dk(x,u)> 0, and if k < l,Dk(x,u)<0.
(i) k>l.
Since Dk(x, u) > 0, we can omit the modulus sign in (3.11). On putting
x = tu, we find, for a < 1,

(3.12)

l

r

j

i r

j

-4*«|r-&jf^)**«.
For a > 1, we have

Bk(cx)= loga + J" {Pfc(f,l)/i*+1} A + 1
(3.13)

= Ak(ct)- *J" {(i- l)*-7r*+1} * + 1.
Now,

(3.14)

*J"~{(t- i)*-Vf*+I}df = * J0f(1 -u)k~x du = l.

Substituting (3.14) in (3.12), we get

(3.15)

Bk(a)= Ak(a) + 2kf^d

(^j^)

*. for (a < 1),

from which the first expression of (3.1) follows. The second expression of

(3.1) followsat once from (3.13) and (3.14).

(ü) *<1.
Since Dk(x, u) < 0, it is clear that (3.11) becomes
sup \[U"*{((x-u)k

+ ku(x -u)*"1)/x*+1}

dx

o<u LJU

**(<*)
- )

- f~/a V>&. «V**+'} dx + l], for(a < 1),

SUP
[C/. f " JTW*»»V**+1>
dx+l]' for(a> O-

o<u L

On putting x = ur, we find that, for a < 1,
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w-ri('-7^"^'l*-jT.i^l^'
Jl/o

jfc+1

f

Thus, the first expression of (3.2) follows at once from (3.14) and (3.16). For

a > 1, we have

(3.17)

Bk(a)= loga - J"~{Dk(t,l)/tk+x} dt + 1.

Substituting(3.14) in (3.17) it followsthat

(3.18)

Bk(a)= loga + 2 - J"{(/* - (í - l)fe)/f*+x} rff.

Hence, the second expression of (3.2) follows from (2.18) and (3.18). It

is thus clear that the result (1.3) with Bk(a) givenby (3.1) for (k > 1) and by
(32) for (k < 1) together with the assertion that this is the best possible result
follow at once from Lemma 2.1.
We now prove (a). When a > 1, it is clear that Bk(a) defined by (3.1) is
increasing. We may therefore restrict our consideration to the case a < 1. Thus

(3.19)
- (1/a) {1 - 2(1 - a)k - 2ka(l - a)"-1}.
When k > 1, then we can verify by differentiation that the expression in curly
brackets in (3.19) is increasing for 0 < a < 1. It tends to 1 as a —* 1 and to
-1 as a —*■
0, and has thus a unique zero (say a = ak) for 0 < a < 1, and the

minimum of Bk(a) occurs when a = ak is the unique solution in the range 0
< a < 1 of equation (3.3). To prove (b) it is clear that in the case k < 1,

Bk(a) defined by (3.2) is decreasingfor 0 < a < 1; and when k < 1, a > 1,
Bk(a) is increasing. Thus, the least possible value ofBk(a) occurs when a = 1.
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